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Big Tips for the Big Day
Whether simple, elegant, modern, or traditional, your wedding should
reflect who you are as individuals and a couple. While styling the perfect
wedding can feel daunting, wedding and entertaining extraordinaire
David Tutera and Michaels have the prefect tips for the right mix of DIY
and pre-made touches to celebrate your special day in style.

Keeping with
Tradition

21st Century Style
Some of the best modern weddings are
minimalist in style but feature bold accents for a

The classics never grow old,

touch of extravagance, but that doesn’t require

and that certainly rings true for

an extravagant budget. For table settings, I love

traditionally-styled weddings. It’s

layering big palm leaves to make a statement

easy to elevate a primarily ivory

and using rose gold silverware and geometric

palate by adding gem-studded

centerpieces as anchors.

accessories to an updo or a dress.
Choose metallic holders for seating
cards and tables numbers – bright,
eye catching elements make it
easier for guests to find their way.

Endless Romance
For a romantic touch, blush is the perfect base for a sweet yet
elevated palette. Try combining roses, peonies and other light
blooms with unexpected greens like Eucalyptus and succulents
to add texture and gently balance the color palette.

Down to Earth
We’re hitting the great (but stylish)
outdoors. Rustic moss mats and
wood cuts are functional and
fashionable pieces that add
height and texture to a table.
Create a burlap table runner,
napkin set, or chair drape–the
neutral color and texture ties
earthy elements together perfectly.

Summertime and the Living’s Easy
Bright florals are the perfect way to channel summertime energy for the whole bridal party.
Choose wedding favors that reflect the color palate, to help guests bring a bit of the fun home.
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